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Introduction
Dynex’s IGBT offering is optimized for
several applications across voltage
ratings
from
750V-6500V;
this
application note is to aid in the selection
of the appropriate optimized High
Power (3300V-6500V) IGBT variant.
Refer to AN5700 for a complete explanation of
Dynex’s IGBT naming convention.
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VCE vs ESW
The VCE / ESW trade-off is determined by the
current gain of the bipolar part of an IGBT; high
current gain devices will have Low VCE and High
ESW ; conversely devices with a lower current
gain will have High VCE and Low ESW .
Dynex’s IGBT offerings will typically feature a
low ESW , Low VCE and balanced ESW VCE
variants; which are identified with the following
suffixes.
Variant

Identifier

Low ESW

DIM…-*F***

Low VCE

DIM…-*L***

Balanced
(standard)

DIM…-*S***

Dynex Optimized Variant Identifier
(E.g. DIM1500ESM33-TF000)

This enables the designer to select optimized
chip variants, in which criteria for switching
frequency and forward currents can be
simultaneously evaluated. Consult with Dynex
AN5700 for device naming nomenclature and
our Product Guide for our complete IGBT
offering. The tradeoff figures on page 3 show
how the optimized variants compare to each
other regarding VCE and ESW.

Low ESW / F Applications
Generally speaking, Low ESW / F variants; are
ideal choices for applications with switching
frequencies above 250Hz (6500V/4500V) 750Hz (3300V). Typically, higher switching
applications are DC/DC converters, active front
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end rectifiers and inverters. While the F variants
have significantly higher VCE / Conduction
Losses; their lower VCE counterparts will suffer
disproportionally higher switching losses at the
same forward current and frequency. The
Application Example section of this application
note details the conduction vs switching losses
by chip variant in a generic inverter application.

Low VCE / L Applications
Applications with switching frequencies below
150-200Hz favour Low VCE devices, with
elevated switching losses that realize their low
on-state losses to their best potential.
Transmission/Generation tied MMCs are an
ideal application for L variant IGBT modules; a
generic MMC simulation is shown in the
Application Example in which the benefits of the
L variant shown.

S Variant Applications
The S variant will deliver slightly higher VCE and
ESW ; which can suit ZVS, interrupter/breaker
and refurbishment applications.

Trade off Comparison
The following figures show the related VCE and
ESW obtained from Figures 4 and 5 of the
datasheets:
DIM1500ESM33-T(F/L/S)000
DIM1200ASM45-T(F/L/S)000
DIM750ASM45-T(F/L/S)000

3300V d2
4500V d2
6500V d2

The relationship between the three optimization
offerings is shown on the following page.
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T Series d2 3300V / 1500A Modules

T Series d2 4500V / 1200A Modules

T Series d2 6500V / 750A Modules
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Application Example – 1 Ph Voltage Source Inverter
Parameters

Comment:

V = 600 Vrms, 50 hz, 1 ph.

The TF’s reduction in switching losses is greater
than the difference between its elevated
conduction losses relative to the TS and TL
variants. Lower switching frequencies will reduce
the TF’s advantage, until there is relative parity
among the variants.

P = 0.5 MVA, pf = 0.9
DC Link = 1800V
FSW = 1000hz, SPWM, open loop control
Ths = 50⁰C

System Losses (W)
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
DIM1500ESM33-TF000

DIM1500ESM33-TL000

DIM1500ESM33-TS000

Upper Switch Loss Composition
3500
3000

17%

17%

3%

2500

4%

17%
2000
1500

5%
57%

55%

37%

23%

24%

DIM1500ESM33-TF000

DIM1500ESM33-TL000

DIM1500ESM33-TS000

41%

1000
500
0

IGBT Cond
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IGBT SW

Diode Cond

Diode SW
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Application Example Modular Multilevel Converter
Parameters

Comment:

V = 13.6 kVrms, 60 hz, 1 ph.

The TL’s reduced on-state losses is greater than
the difference between it’s elevated switching
relative to the TF variant. The low switching
frequency of the MMC enables the TL and TS
variants to be the most advantageous selection.

P = 1.5 MVA, pf = 0.9
DC Link = 1800V, 1500A pk module current
FSW = 150hz, SPWM
Ths = 50⁰C

System Losses (W)
190000
185000
180000
175000
170000
165000
160000
155000
DIM1500ESM33-TF000

DIM1500ESM33-TL000

DIM1500ESM33-TS000

IGBT Loss Composition
3000
2500
2000

4%
10%
11%

8%

6%

13%

13%

23%

23%

56%

58%

DIM1500ESM33-TL000

DIM1500ESM33-TS000

1500
1000

75%

500
0
DIM1500ESM33-TF000
IGBT Cond
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IGBT SW

Diode Cond

Diode SW
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

This publication is provided for information only and not for resale.
The products and information in this publication are intended for use by appropriately trained technical personnel.
Due to the diversity of product applications, the information contained herein is provided as a general guide only and does not
constitute any guarantee of suitability for use in a specific application. The user must evaluate the suitability of the product and
the completeness of the product data for the application. The user is responsible for product selection and ensuring all safety and
any warning requirements are met. Should additional product information be needed please contact Customer Service.
Although we have endeavoured to carefully compile the information in this publication it may contain inaccuracies or typographical
errors. The information is provided without any warranty or guarantee of any kind.
This publication is an uncontrolled document and is subject to change without notice. When referring to it please ensure that it is
the most up to date version and has not been superseded.
The products are not intended for use in applications where a failure or malfunction may cause loss of life, injury or damage to
property. The user must ensure that appropriate safety precautions are taken to prevent or mitigate the consequences of a
product failure or malfunction.
The products must not be touched when operating because there is a danger of electrocution or severe burning. Always use
protective safety equipment such as appropriate shields for the product and wear safety glasses. Even when disconnected any
electric charge remaining in the product must be discharged and allowed to cool before safe handling using protective gloves.
Extended exposure to conditions outside the product ratings may affect reliability leading to premature product failure. Use outside
the product ratings is likely to cause permanent damage to the product. In extreme conditions, as with all semiconductors, this
may include potentially hazardous rupture, a large current to flow or high voltage arcing, resulting in fire or explosion. Appropriate
application design and safety precautions should always be followed to protect persons and property.
Product Status & Product Ordering:
We annotate datasheets in the top right hand corner of the front page, to indicate product status if it is not yet fully approved for
production. The annotations are as follows:Target Information:
Preliminary Information:

No Annotation:

This is the most tentative form of information and represents a very preliminary
specification. No actual design work on the product has been started.
The product design is complete and final characterisation for volume production is in
progress. The datasheet represents the product as it is now understood but details may
change.
The product has been approved for production and unless otherwise notified by Dynex
any product ordered will be supplied to the current version of the data sheet
prevailing at the time of our order acknowledgement.

All products and materials are sold and services provided subject to Dynex’s conditions of sale, which are available on
request.
Any brand names and product names used in this publication are trademarks, registered trademarks or trade names of their
respective owners.

HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS
DYNEX SEMICONDUCTOR LIMITED
Doddington Road, Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN6 3LF
United Kingdom.
Phone: +44 (0) 1522 500500
Fax:
+44 (0) 1522 500550
Web: http://www.dynexsemi.com
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
Phone: +44 (0) 1522 502753 / 502901
Fax:
+44 (0) 1522 500020
e-mail: powersolutions@dynexsemi.com
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